THE HOLE ANSWER TO EFFECTIVE TURF AERATION

With this machine, you can aerate twice as fast. A 1.8 km/hr (1.1 mph) coring speed and a 68.5 cm (27") coring width let you aerate up to 1208 square metres (13,000 sq ft) per hour. The durable tungsten carbide coated tines give you an adjustable coring depth down to 9 cm (3.5") for more effective aeration. Other heavy-duty features include: welded steel frame, precision ball bearings and a 16 hp cast-iron block Kohler engine to handle varying turf conditions. Modular design for quick maintenance.

HYDROJECT 3000 Improve the aeration, drainage and irrigation efficiency of any soil - no matter how compacted - with the revolutionary new HydroJect 3000 aerator. It uses high velocity water bursts to achieve aeration depths from 10 to 51 cm (4-20") without disturbing the surface. There are no cores to pick up afterwards, so the surface is ready to play the moment you're done. Unlike traditional aerators, this machine has no tines to wear, break or replace. All the high pressure water components are hard-coupled and corrosion resistant for dependable operation.

FAIRWAY AERATOR Now you can aerate fairways and other large turf areas up to 4 times faster than other reciprocating aerators. Our fairway aerator features a 160 cm (63") coring swath with multiple depths and coring patterns. It is capable of aerating up to 5,667 sq metres (61,000 sq ft) per hour and is designed for most 35-45 hp universal tractors. A coring head lock up stands secure head while transporting or servicing, and can be lifted and lowered hydraulically from the tractor seat.

The Choice Is Yours.

TORO distributed by LELY (UK) LIMITED
Station Road, St Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 1QH Tel: 0480 476971 Fax: 0480 216167
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